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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6
Fine Structure, as one of the most important tools to inner model theory, has
received a lot of attention after Ronald B. Jensen's work in the 1970's. And the
covering property plays a key role in the ne structural inner model theory as it
characterizes the core models and gives good solutions to the Singular Cardinal
Hypothesis in addition to Silver's Theorem.
This survey is devoted to the investigation on the covering lemmas of the ne
structural inner model theory. There are a number of publications nicely explain-
ing the ne structure theories, however, in this survey we will concentrate merely
on covering properties of dierent inner models to investigate the similarities and
consistency among these models. The original idea of this survey is to aim some
possible further development of the Covering Lemmas and the Fine Structural
Inner Model Theory, although in the end this appears to be too big a goal to
capture. In this paper, the author presented several proofs of covering properties
for dierent inner models, and discussed about these analogies among the covering
properties for investigation.
A large portion of this paper, including most of Sections 2 through 5, is devoted
to present several analogous proofs of dierent covering lemmas as well as discus-
sions on the core models. The readers are assumed to have background knowledge
in Godel's constructible universe L and basic ne structure theory. Chapter 2
serves as a preliminary. In chapter 3, the author sketched a proof of the covering
lemma for L using ne structure tools. Chapter 3 also serves as a warm-up for
later chapters where we prove the covering lemmas for larger core models. The
proof is not very short and quick, however it clearly captures the idea that we
will use later to prove for the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ].
Chapter 4 of this survey deals with the weak covering lemma for Steel's core model
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K. The proof is sketched to be as clear and convenient to understand as possible,
and suciently complete for the readers to capture all the important facts. This
chapter is also essential for the chapter after, chapter 5, which presents a proof of
the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ].
While presenting some technical lemmas in chapter 4, the intention is not so
much to present the proof itself as to introduce techniques which are more im-
portant to the proofs of further chapters. Therefore for a few times, we assume
stronger hypothesis which makes the proof easier as long as it still demonstrates
the wanted technique. All the proofs appeared in this survey are due to original
authors with citation, though there will be simplications and modications how-
ever not destroying the integrity of the proof and the author will point out along
the way. The last part of Chapter 5 contains some discussions on the similarities
of the proofs and talks about some ideas on further developments.
I would like to thank professor Qi Feng for many helpful comments and discus-
sions on the subject of this paper, and carefully reading an earlier version.
Chapter 2
Preliminary
In this preliminary Chapter, we will rst clarify some symbols and notations and
introduce some key Lemmas. All the denitions and notations are consistent with
Zeman's book [9], therefore it is perfectly ne to immediately proceed to chapter
3 if the reader is already familiar with these. Also, this chapter only serves as a
necessary and relatively simple tool box. Readers who are interested in or unfa-
miliar with the basic ne structural inner model theory can refer to [5] and [9] for
more details.
For many of the ne structural tools developed, the motivations will only be
talked about during later chapters where we actually use these tools.
2.1 Fine Structure
This section introduces basic ne structure theory which was rst invented by
Ronald B. Jensen in the 1970's. Jensen presented this approach to prove the Cov-
ering Lemma for L, and his work was truly a brilliant breakthrough even by today's
8
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standards of set theoretical sophistication. The historical notes and motivations
of the invention of this ne structural theory will be explained at the beginning of
Chapter 3.
Jensen's hierarchy, i.e. the J-hierarchy, would be the main hierarchy through-
out this paper. This hierarchy yields substantial advantages over the L-hierarchy,
which will be pointed out along the text. For example the !-completeness of J
allows us to freely treat a nite set of ordinals as a single parameter, which other-
wise would require some tedious coding.
The n-Skolem function is an important and basic concept to the ne structure
of Jensen's hierarchy. Iterated projectum(or projecta in some books), standard pa-
rameters, master codes and reducts are the other four key concepts to expand the
Jensen's hierarchy. The motivation involves preservation of condensation argu-
ments which was essential to Godel's proof of relative consistency of CH. And the
analogous lemma in ne structure is the so-called Downward Extensions of Embed-
dings Lemmata. In fact, Downward Extensions and Upward Extensions lemmas
are central to the coherency and iterability of "mice"(the essential structures to
approximate core models, to be mentioned later), and Downward Extensions are
also central to Jensen's principles .
Denition 2.1.1 (Acceptable J-structure). LetM = < JA ; B > be an amenable
J-structure. We say M is acceptable i whenever  <  and there is a subset of
 inside JA+1 JA for some  < !, there is a surjective map f :  ! ! in JA+1.
First, let's introduce the ne structure on J's, starting with the 1-case:
Denition 2.1.2. Let M = (J; A) be an acceptable structure, then
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1. The 1-projectum 
M
1 of M is the least ordinal  such that there is a 1
subset of  which is not a member of M , but is 1-denable in M with a
nite subset of  as parameters.
2. The 1-standard parameter p
M
1 of M is the least nite sequence p 2 []<!
of ordinals such that there is some set x  M1 so that x 62 J, but x is
1-denable in M from parameters in 
M
1 [ p.
3. The 1-standard code is the set A
M
1 of pairs (p'q; ) such that  < M1 and
p'q is the Godel number of a 1-formula ' over M , with parameter pM1 , such
that M j= '().
4. The 1-Skolem function h
M
1 of M is dene as follows: Let h9z'n : n < !i
be an enumeration of the 1-formulas of set theory. h
M
1 (hn; xi) is dened if
and only if there are y; z such that M j= 'n(x; y; z; pM1 ), and hM1 (hn; xi) = y
where (0; z; y) is the lexicographically smallest triple such that (J0 ; A\0) j=
'n(x; y; z; p
M
1 ).
5. The 1-code, C1(M), of M is the structure (JM1 ; A
M
1 ).
Denition 2.1.3. Let M = (J; A) be an acceptable J-structure. We dene the

















1. We denote the n-projectum of M as 
M
n , or sometimes !
M
n equivalently;
and the ultimate projectum as M1 or !
M
1;
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2. We denote the n-standard parameter of M as p
M
n , and the standard param-
eter as pM ;
3. We denote the n-Skolem function of M as h
M
n ;
4. We denote the n-standard code of M as A
M
n ;
5. We denote the n-code of M as Cn(M).
  Relations
The motivation of the -relation was to capture the denability over the n-th





l ". And this hierarchy of formulae yields stronger power than the n-
hierarchy in ne structure arguments.
Soundness
Another important notion of ne structure theory is soundness, which enables us
to reconstruct the model from its code:
Denition 2.1.4 (Soundness). An acceptable J-structure M is 1-sound if it is
the image of its 1-projectum under the 1-Skolem function. M is n   sound if
M; C1(M); C2(M); :::Cn 1(M) are all 1-sound. And M is sound if M is n-sound
for all n 2 !.
(Remark : For L, all J's are sound.)
Denition 2.1.5. Let M = < jM j; A1; A2; :::; An >, and X  jM j, then we
dene:
M jX = < jM j \X; A1 \X; A2 \X; :::; An \X >
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Solidity
The notion of Solidity Witness, which was rst introduced by William J. Mitchell
(and later rediscovered by S. Friedman), characterizes the behavior of the stan-
dard parameter along iterations, therefore together with soundness enables us to
preserve ne structure information about the structures through the standard pa-
rameter:
Denition 2.1.6 (Solidity). Let M be an acceptable J-structure. We denote
the standard witness with respect to  2 pM as W ; pMM . Then, M is solid i
W ; p
M
M 2M for all  2 pM .
Before we move on to the next section, we state the Downward Extensions of Em-
beddings Lemma(for L) as follows:
Lemma 2.1.7 (Downward Extensions of Embeddings Lemma). Suppose that
i : (J0 ; A
0) 0 Cn(J)
Then there is 0   such that (J0 ; A0) = Cn(J0) and i extends to a n-
embedding ~i : J0 ! J. Furthermore ~i preserves the rst n levels of ne
structure, so that ~i  hJ0k = hJk ~i for all k  n.
The ne structure of J's above will be sucient for us in this paper. It also gen-
eralizes to all acceptable J-structures, which is very important to the theory for
large core models. Readers can refer to [9] for a ner presentation.
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2.2 Mice and Iterability
A key structure in the ne structural inner model theory is the so called "mouse",
which we use as building stones to construct the core models. This notion was
rst introduced by Jensen in connection with the core model below one measur-
able cardinal [6][7][8], and later developed further by phases by Martin, Steel and
Mitchell. A mouse is dened to be an "iterable premouse" as follows:
Denition 2.2.1 (Premouse). Let M = < JE ; E! > be an acceptable J-
structure. M is a premouse if the following holds:
1. E  f< ; x >:  < ! & x  g. Set E = fx : < ; x >2 Eg;
2. For each   !, either E =  or else  is a limit ordinal, JE has a
largest cardinal , E is a normal measure over J
E
 with critical point  and
Mk def= < JE ; E! > is amenable;
3. (Coherency) Let   ! and  be the 0-Ultrapower map from JE to N ,
where N = < jN j; E 0 > for some E 0 is the ultrapower. Then E 0 
 = E   and E 0 = ;
4. (Soundness) Mk is sound for all  < .
Notations: Let M = < JE ; E! > be a premouse.
1. We denote the height  of M as ht(M).
2. We call the measure E! the top measure of M .
Remark : An important ultrapower that we use a lot in the ne structure theory
is the *-ultrapower. Preservation properties of the *-ultrapower are essential to the
iterations of mice. A comprehensive presentation on this can be found in chapter
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3 of [9]. We assume sucient understanding of the ne ultrapower by the reader,
and proceed to the iterations:
Denition 2.2.2 (Iteration). Let M be a premouse. An iteration of M of length 
with indices f< i; i >: i+1 < g is a sequence fMi : i < g of premice together
with a sequence of commutative iteration maps fij : i  j < g satisfying:
(a) M0 =M ;
(b) i  i  ht(Mi);
(c) If EMi!i = , then Mi+1 = Miki and i; i+1 = id  (Miki);
(d) If EMi!i 6= , then EMi!i is a measure on Miki and i; i+1 is the corresponding
-ultrapower map:





(e) If i < ht(Mi), we call i a truncation point, and there are only nitely many
truncations;
(f) For limit , M is the direct limit of all fMi : i < g.
Denition 2.2.3. Let M be a premouse.
1. We say M is iterable i any iteration of M can be continued and there is no
iteration of M with innitely many truncations.
2. An iteration ~s of M is normal i i < j whenever i < j and i is always
maximal such that EMii is a measure on Miki.
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3. An iteration ~s of M is called simple i there are no truncations.
4. M is called a mouse i M is iterable.
Next, we state a lemma related to upward extensions, which solves the problem of
extending an embedding on the n-code to the whole structure. We adapt an easier
version merely for L, because in this paper we only use it for the covering lemma
for L. In the covering Lemmas for Steel's K and the Dodd-Jensen core model,
we use ner upward extensions, such as canonical extension from ne ultrapowers
by !-completeness, or Frequent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma. Therefore, we
only adapt a coarse version of the Upward Extensions lemma at this moment. For
the coarse version, 0-ultrapower is used instead of the -ultrapower to extend a
given embedding  : J ! J to a larger domain.
We denote, the n-ultrapower of M induced by the extender E;  of length 
which is associated with , by Ultn(M; ; ), and for the 0-ultrapower, we usu-
ally write Ult(M; ; ) for convenience.
Lemma 2.2.4 (Upward Extensions of Embeddings Lemma, coarse version). For
a given embedding  : J ! J, with    and either !Jn > minf : ()  g
or range() is conal in  and (!Jn )  , setMn = Cn(J) and ~Mn = Ult(Mn; ; ).
Then,
1. There is a structure ~M0 such that ~Mn is, formally, equal to Cn( ~M0). If this
structure ~M0 is well-founded then there is an ordinal ~ such that ~M0 = J~
and ~Mn = Cn(J~).
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2. There is an embedding ~ : J ! ~M0 such that   J = ~  J, where 
is the least ordinal such that ( )   if  < , or  =  if  = .
3. The embedding ~ preserves the k-codes for k  n. In particular, ~ 
hJk (x) = h
~M0
k  ~(x) for all x of which either side is dened.
4. The embedding ~ preserves the 1-Skolem function of Mn in the sense that
there is a function ~h, which is 1-denable over ~Mn, such that ~hMnn+1(x) = ~h
~(x) for all x 2Mn such that either side is dened.
Given an embedding  : M ! M with sucient preserving property, any itera-
tion of M can be turned into an iteration ofM , this is called the "copying process".
An important consequence is the following Dodd-Jensen Lemma:
Lemma 2.2.5 (Dodd-Jensen Lemma). Let M be a mouse, ~s be an iteration of M
resulting in M 0 and  : M ! M 0 as the corresponding iteration map. Suppose
that there is a -preserving map  : M ! M 0. Then ~s is simple and ()  ()
for all  2M .
Now back to the iterations of mice, a key process to characterize the class of mice
is the Comparison Process, which provides us comparison between any two mice
through coiteration and gives us a canonical well-ordering of the class of mice:
Denition 2.2.6 (Coiteration). Let M0; M1 be premice. A pair of iterations
~s0 = hM0i ; 0ij : i  j <  + 1i; ~s1 = hM1i ; 1ij : i  j <  + 1i
is a coiteration of M0; M1 of length  + 1 i
(a) M00 =M
0 and M10 =M
1.
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(b) Both iterations satisfy that for each truncation, the ki is chosen to be maximal
as we mentioned in the denition of a normal iteration, i.e. ki is maximal
such that E
Mki
i is a measure on M
k
i kki , for k = 0; 1.





 , provided such a 
exists.
(d) i is dened for all i < .
Lemma 2.2.7 (Comparison Lemma). Let M0; M1 be premice, and suppose the
coiteration of M0; M1 does not stop because of lack of iterability on either side. Let
 be any regular cardinal larger than the size of both of them. Then the coiteration
of M0; M1 terminates below .
we also point out that every mouse is solid (Solidity Theorem) and that the coit-
eration of two mice must satisfy that at least one side of the coiteration is simple
(implied immediately by the Dodd-Jensen Lemma). Therefore together with the
comparison process, these facts show that the class of mice forms a canonical well-
ordering as follows:
Lemma 2.2.8 (Canonical Well-Ordering of Mice). Let M; N be mice, and dene:
1. M  N i M; N have a common simple iterate;
2. M < N i there is a mouse which is a simple iterate of M and not a simple
iterate of N .
Then, < is a well-ordering on the class of mice under the equivalent relation .
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Denition 2.2.9. Let M be a premouse and !M!   2 Ord \ jM j. Then M
is the core of M above , denoted as core(M), i there is a 
-preserving map
 : M ! M such that
a)    = id;
b) (p
M) = pM ;
c) M is the closure of  [ p M under good ( M) functions.
The map  is called the core map above . If  = !Mn , we call M the nth-core
of M . If  = !M! , we call M the core of M , denote as core(M).
In analogy with the Condensation Lemma of L, we have a more general Conden-
sation Lemma in the context of mice, condensing certain structures to the core or
segment of an ultrapower.
Lemma 2.2.10 (Condensation Lemma). Let M be a premouse, M be a mouse
and





be such that   !n+1M = id. then M is a mouse. Suppose moreover that M is
sound above , where  is the largest ordinal such that    = id. Then one of
the following holds:
a) M = core(M) and  is the associated core map.
b) M is a proper initial segment of M above .
c) M is a proper initial segment of Ult(Mk; EM ) where  is the largest ordinal
such that EM is a total measure in Mk.
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Finally, before we move on to the next chapter, we state the denition of the
"extender models":
Denition 2.2.11. An extender model, or equivalently, a weasel, is a model W
of the form J [E] = JE1 such that Wk is a mouse for every  2 Ord.
Remark : It turns out that the same comparison process by coiteration also forms
a canonical well-ordering of weasels. And moreover, a weasel can be coiterated
with a mouse. A universal weasel is one that the coiteration with any coiterable
premouse terminates. The notion of universality was rst discovered by Mitchell
[18].
Chapter 3
Covering Lemma for L
3.1 The Covering Lemma
A natural place to start with, is Godel's constructible universe L.
In 1938, Godel came out with the constructible universe L and proved the relative
consistency of Continuum Hypothesis(CH). A key advantage of the L-hierarchy is
the uniform hierarchical denition, which directly leads to the Condensation Lem-
ma stating that any transitive elementary substructure of L is in fact some L.
The argument on CH (in L) follows naturally: If a real is denable over L, it
is in fact denable over some countable transitive elementary substructure M of
L (Lowenheim-Skolem argument) which by Condensation Lemma is in fact some
L;  < !1. This allows us to enumerate every real below L!1 , and hence CH in
L follows.
In the 1970's, Ronald B. Jensen rened this argument in a surprisingly nice way{
now known as the Fine Structure Theory. Basically Jensen worked out, uniform-
ly, a Skolem function for n formulae over J with a ne n denition over J.
20
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Jensen originally used the Levy-hierarchy on L, and later rened the theory by
the invention of rudimentary functions and the J-hierarchy. Jensen expanded the
J-hierarchy by iterated projectum, standard parameters, standard master codes
and reducts. Denability was argued in -relations. The motivation of exam-
ining the structure in such a ne way was to reduce the technical complications
caused by using the Levy-hierarchy, while preserving downward extensions in the
condensation arguments which is central in the ne structure theory. We no longer
have to deal with n+1-denability, but instead a n+1 formula is reduced to a
1 formula over the n code of J. The n-Skolem function produces condensed
substructures of J's, and while preserving the denition of the Skolem function.
Jensen proved a striking theorem, now well-known as the Covering Lemma, with
this developed ne structure theory. This breakthrough in the 1970's states the
following fact:
Theorem 3.1.1 (The Covering Lemma, Ronald B. Jensen). If 0] does not exist,
then for every uncountable set x of ordinals, there is a set y 2 L such that x  y
and jyj = jxj.
There are multiple ways to prove this Theorem. One very interesting proof is
due to Silver, which essentially avoids ne structural argument, this proof can be
found in Keith J. Devlin [8]. However, this approach doesn't generalize to larger
core models. The approach that we use, presented as below, will involve much
use of the ne structure tools, and follows an analogous sketch to our later proof
of the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ]. Therefore it also serves
as an early practice for later chapters. This proof is essentially due to William
J. Mitchell, readers can refer to Hand Book of Set theory [16][17] for the original
version.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1.1:
First we make an assumption toward a contradiction that the theorem fails, i.e.
0] does not exist, but there is a counter-example x   such that  is the least
ordinal containing such a counter-example: x   & 8y  x(y 2 L! jyj > jxj).
A rst glance at x and  reveals that jxj < jj, and x is conal in . Also it
is obvious that  must be a cardinal in L, otherwise suppose  = jjL, and let
j :  $ ; x = j 1"x. Since x   < , there is a set y 2 L covering x by the
minimality of the . Then y = j"(y) covers x and contradicts our earlier assump-
tion.
Our proof essentially investigates a class of so called "suitable sets" in L, and con-
cludes that every suitable set is in L, and that every uncountable set x is contained
in a suitable set of the same cardinality. Similar approach works as well for the
Dodd-Jensen core model K and L[U ], which will be argued later in chapter 5.
One thing to be noted is that we do not really need to cover x with a suitable
set y of the same cardinality, in fact any suitable set y  x satisfying jyjL < 
would be enough for our purpose. Because if we have such an y, let  = jyjL,
j 2 L; J : $ y. Let x = j 1"x. Then x   < . Then by the choice of  there
is a set Z 2 L; x  Z  ; j Zj = jxj. So Z = j" Z gives our desired contradiction.
Now we introduce the formal notion of "suitability":
Denition 3.1.2 (Suitable Sets). Let X be a subset of L, and  : N = X
be the inverse collapse map. X is suitable if X 1 J for some  2 Ord and
Ultn(J; ; ) is well founded for all (; n; ) such that the ultrapower is dened.
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Denote the class of suitable sets as C. Note the absoluteness of denition 3.1.2
ensures the class C is denable in L.
Lemma 3.1.3. 1. Assume X 1 J is suitable, then there is a cardinal  of L
and a function h 2 L, such that  <  and X = h"( \X).
2. If X 1 J is suitable and  <  is a cardinal of L, then X \ J is also
suitable.
Proof of lemma: The proof of lemma 3.1.3 begins with a basic construction:
Transitive collapse of X induces a non-trivial embedding(inverse collapse)  :
J  !
1
J. Let (; n) be the lexicographically largest pair such that ~M = Ultn(J; ; )
is dened. Note that this largest pair always exists otherwise we can extend this
embedding to a nontrivial elementary embedding from L to L, which will contra-
dict the absence of 0].
Now  is the least ordinal such that there is a bounded subset of  in J+! but
not in J and n is the least natural number such that the set is n+1 in J. i.e.
!Jn+1 <   !Jn and !J1n1   whenever   1 <  and n1 < !.
By upward extensions of embeddings lemma (coarse version), ~M = J~ for some ~,
and the following diagram (2.1) commutes:
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Let  = Jn+1, then  <  and J = h
J
n+1", therefore X = "J = ~"(J \
hJn+1"()) = J \ (~  hJn+1") = J \ (~h  ~") = J \ ~h"(X \ ), where ~h 2 L is
the function given by the upwards extensions of embeddings lemma (Lemma 2.0.8)
and  = sup(") < .
(Lemma 3.1.3)
Corollary 3.1.4. Any suitable set X 1 J is in L.
Proof: By induction on , assume  is the least such that counter example appears.
Let X; h;  be as in lemma 3.1.3 clause 1. Then X \ J is suitable by clause 2
and hence in L by induction hypothesis. However this gives X = h"(X \ ) 2 L.
(Corollary 3.1.4)
Now we x a setX which is not suitable. Let ; n;  be such that ~M = Ultn(J; ; )
is dened and not well-founded. A more careful analysis of the unsuitability of X
is realized by the following:
Denition 3.1.5 (Unsuitability Witness). Assume X is not suitable. Then the
witness w to the unsuitability of  : X 1 J is a !-chain of 0-elementary em-
beddings ik : mk ! mk+1 such that
1. ik 2 X and mk 2 X for all k < !;
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2. The direct limit of the chain "(w) equals Cn(J) for some  2 Ord and
n 2 !;
3. The direct limit of the chain w is not the n-code of any well founded model
J for all n 2 !.
4. The critical sequence < k : k < ! > where k is the critical point of ik is
nondecreasing;
5. For each k we have mk 2 mk+1, and exists a function fk 2 mk+1 such that
fk"(k) = ik"(mk).
We call  = supk(k) the support of the witness w, and the pair (; n) the
height of w in X. A witness w is said to be minimal in X if it has minimal
height(lexicographic) among all witnesses with the same support.
Some modication to the denition can further make the minimal witness unique,
however we need not to do so. This following technical lemma helps us further
understand the role of the unsuitability witness:
Lemma 3.1.6. Assume X 1 J. Then X is unsuitable if and only if it has a
witness to its unsuitability. Furthermore, if w is such a witness, then
1. w is also a witness to the unsuitability of any X 0 such that w  X 0 1 X;
2. If w  X 0 1 X, then w is a minimal witness for X implies w is also a
minimal witness for X 0, and other minimal witness for X 0 with the same
support is also a minimal witness for X;
3. If X = Y \ J, where Y 1 H() for some cardinal  > , then w 62 Y .
This technical characterization lemma is adapted from Mitchell [17].
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.6:
One direction is simple: if there is a witness to X's unsuitability, by denition
3.1.5 it is easy to see that X is in fact unsuitable.
Now look at the other direction, assume X is unsuitable, we need to nd it a wit-
ness for X.
By assumption, there are ; n and  such that Ultn(J; ; ) is dened but not
well-founded. Let Mn = Cn(J). Then ~Mn = Ult0(Mn; ; ) is dened but not
the n-code of any well-founded structure J~.
If ~Mn is ill-founded, then we have a sequence hzk+1E zk; k < !i where zk =
[ak; fk]; fk 2Mn; ak 2 .
If ~Mn is well-founded, then since ~ : Mn ! ~Mn is 1-elementary, ~Mn = Cn( ~M)
for some ill-founded structure ~M and ~Mn is mapped onto ~M by the n-Skolem
function. Therefore we can still obtain the sequence by the map of the n-Skolem
function.
By denition, Mn = Cn(J) = < Jn ; An >. (If n = 0, then it is just
< J;  >.) Inductively dene k's and k's as following: let k < n be the
least ordinal greater than k 1 such that ff1; :::fkg  Jk , and let k be the least
member of X such that fa0; :::akg  k. Finally let k =  1(k) and let mk be
the transitive collapse of the 1-hull of k \ ff1; :::fkg in < Jk ; An \ Jk > with
the associated collapsing map jk. Then let ik = j
 1
k+1  jk : mk ! mk+1.
Then mk; ik 2 J. Set mk = ( mk) and ik = (ik), w = hmk; ik : k < !i, and
set 0 = sup(k)  .
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To verify w is valid for the denition of unsuitability witness, clauses1,3,4 are s-
traight forward. For clause 2, if w = h mk; ik : k < !i =  1[w], then direct limit
of w is a 0-elementary substructure of Mn = Cn(J) and therefore by downward
extensions lemma, it is the n-code of J0 for some 
0 < . For clause 5, since
k+1 > , the Skolem function mapping k onto jk"mk 1 Jk with parameters
ff1; :::fkg is a member of Jk+1 , this gives the desired function in clause 5. So the
characterization part is proved.
For lemma 3.1.6 clause 1, by denition it is straight forward that w  X 0 1 X to
the unsuitability of X is also an unsuitability witness for X 0.
For Lemma 3.1.6 clause 2, suppose w is minimal and w0 is a minimal witness for
X 0 with the same support . Let (0; n0) and (00; n) be the heights of w0 and





= Ultn0(J0 ; ; )
 Ultn(J00 ; ; )
= dirlim((X) 1"w)
Therefore dirlim((X) 1"w0) is well-founded, and it follows that w0 is a witness to
the unsuitability of X with support , and by the minimality of w we must have
Ultn0(J0 ; ; ) = J and n
0 = n. So w0 is also a minimal witness for X.
For lemma 3.1.6 clause 3, assume otherwise, w 2 Y . Note that by the absoluteness
of well-foundedness, we can nd, working in Y , a sequence 0k < 
0 of ordinals
and a sequence f 0k 2 mk+1 of functions such that if f 00k is the image jk(f 0k) of f 0k in




k) show that dirlim(w) is not the n-code of a
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well-founded structure. Then the sets a0k and f
0
k are members of Y \ Jk = X, so
the sets z0k = ik
 1(f 0k)(
 1(0k)) show that dirlim(
 1[w]) is not the n-code of
a well-founded structure, contradicting 3.1.6 clause 2.
(Lemma 3.1.6)
Now we can nish our proof for the Covering Lemma for L by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1.7 (Jensen). The class C of suitable sets is unbounded in [J]
 for any
cardinal  such that ! <  < , i.e. any uncountable subset of  with cardinality 
is covered by a suitable set.
Proof. This proof is essentially due to Mitchell's work in hand book of set theory,
which is a bit dierent from Jensen's original work, but very straight forward to
understand the proving scheme. We begin with the set Col(+; J) of forcing con-
ditions which collapses the L cardinal  to +(members of the space are functions
 :  ! J with  < +).
Now we rst prove a variant version of Fodor's Lemma:
Proposition. Suppose S  Col(+; J) is a stationary set such that cf(dom()) > !
for all  2 S and F is a regressive function on S such that F () is a countable
subset of ran() for all  2 S. Then there is a stationary subset of S, say S 0, and
a function 0 2 S 0 such that for all  2 S 0, 0 2  and F ()  ran(0).
To show this, we rst dene a function f : S ! Ord such that f() < dom() be
the least ordinal  such that F ()  ". The least such ordinal  is really neces-
sarily less than dom() because F () is only countable but cf(dom()) > !. We
can without loss of generality assume cf(dom()) > ! is because we keep in our
mind that we are dealing with the least counter example, that is, an uncountable
x   conal in  with cardinality less than . It is always ok to extend  :  ! x
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to 0 :  + !1 ! x [ !1, and we only need to nd a cover for x [ !1 which would
be ne enough to be the covering set for x.
By the obvious notions of "closed" and "unbounded"(in the sense of P(A), read-
ers who are not familiar with this may refer to Thomas Jech J. [14]), the ordinary
Fodor's Lemma provides us an S0  S which is stationary and f() is a constant
for all  2 S0(there is a small trick here: in order to use the ordinary Fodor's Lem-
ma, we require the regressive function f to be f() 2 ran(), but we only have
f() 2 dom(). However, noting that D = f 2 Col(+; J) j   ran()gis a
closed and unbounded subset of the space, therefore we can take a intersection of D
and S rst, resulting a ner stationary set in which for every , f() 2 dom() 
  ran(), therefore we are free to use the ordinary Fodor's Lemma here). Pick
any 0 2 S0 and let S 0 = f 2 S0 j 0  g. Then S 0 and 0 are just what we want.
Now we are ready to show that C is unbounded in [J]
. It suces to show that
the set S0 = f 2 Col(+; J) j ran() 62 C & cf(dom()) > ! & ran() 1 Jg is
non-stationary. Again we can ignore the latter two conditions because D1 = f 2
Col(+; J) j cf(dom()) > ! & ran() 1 Jg is a club. Assume the contrary
that S0 is stationary. By lemma 3.1.5, for each  2 S0, there is a minimal witness
w with support w

to the unsuitability of ran(). Apply the ordinary Fodor's
Lemma, we obtain a stationary subset S1  S0 such that  = w is constant for
all  2 S1. And by the variant of Fodor's Lemma we just proved, there is a S2  S1
and a 0 2 S2, such that for all  2 S2, we have 0   and w  ran(0). It
follows that w0 is a minimal witness to the unsuitability of ran() for all  2 S2.
Now consider the following set
D2 = f 2 Col(+; J) j 9Y (Y 1 H(+) & w0 2 Y & ran() = Y \ J)g
which contains a club of Col(+; J). However, the fact that S2\D2 6=  contradicts
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clause 3 of lemma 3.1.5. Therefore we have proved lemma 3.1.6 and hence the
Covering Lemma for L.
(Theorem 3.1.1)
3.2 Further Notes
Further to the discovery of the Covering Lemma for L, there have been multiple
attempts to generalize the covering property to larger inner models. A direct gen-
eralization is to consider larger inner models than L, for example L[U ]. However,
Prikry forcing which we used to force :SCH, fails our intention to prove covering
property for L[U ] immediately.
In 1982, Dodd and Jensen [3][4] showed the Covering Lemma for the Dodd-Jensen
Core Model KDJ under the assumption that there is no inner model with a mea-
surable cardinal, and an alternative covering property for L[U ] stating that if there
is L[U ] but 0y does not exist, for the "least"(in the sense of the least critical point)
L[U ], we either have the covering property or can nd a prikry sequence C such
that L[U;C] has the covering property. Further development of ne structure theo-
ry realizes that if we do not want to reduce the strength of our denition of covering
property, this is the best possible.
After that, logicians started to think about reducing the strength of conditions of
the covering property. For example, changing "cardinality" into "order type" in the
statement of covering property, however this does not work due to P. Komjath [10].
Beginning with the idea of constructing a model with a sequence of measures
(Mitchell was the rst one who came out with this), a weaker version, now well-
known as the weak covering lemma for the core model K, was developed. The
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theory of weak covering property of the core models was developed by phases by
Jensen, Martin, Steel, Mitchell[7][15][18][20][21]. The weak covering lemma states
that under certain anti-large cardinal assumption, even in the presence of a mea-
surable cardinal, K computes successors of all singular cardinals correctly. This
week covering property still keeps enough strength to prove SCH. An essential part
of the proof for the Weak Covering Theorem involves the construction of a ne e-
nough and canonical inner model K, known as the core model. Currently the ne
structural inner model theory has already reached a core model up to one Woodin
cardinal, and the essential work is due to John R. Steel [7][20].
Steel's construction of K applies to all constructions of core models up to one
Woodin cardinal. It is also important to know that, various denitions of the core
model are all plausibly consistent. For example Steel's K coincides with Dodd-
Jensen and Mitchell's denitions if there is no inner model with a measurable
cardinal. And if there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal but no 0y,
K = L[U ] for some "least" L[U ] with respect to the least critical point. Therefore
with the help of K, we can take two at one time to prove both for the Covering
Lemma for KDJ and L[U ].
One important objective of this survey is to present a proof of the Dodd-Jensen
Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ] using later ne structural theories. An essen-
tial part of the proof involves "countably complete weak covering property of Kc",
which is also necessary to the construction of K. Therefore, we put Steel's K and
the related weak covering theorems rst, and then come back to KDJ and L[U ] in
the chapter after with the developed theory.
This gives us enough motivation to proceed to the Weak Covering Lemma and
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Steel's Core Model K.
Chapter 4
The Weak Covering Lemma
In this Chapter, we prove the Weak Covering Lemma for the core model K, as-
serting that in the absence of 0z, K computes the successor cardinals of suciently
large singular cardinals correctly.
The essential construction of K is due to Steel, which can in fact serve up to
1 Woodin cardinal. And Woodin's work on stationary tower forcing shows that
in the presence of one Woodin cardinal even the weak covering property would fail.
Earlier proofs by Steel([6][20]) used a technical hypothesis, that U is a normal mea-
sure over 
 where 
 is strong, and constructed a core model K up to 
. However,
later this turned out to be unnecessary.
The proof we present in this chapter is a more modern version, which is essentially
due to Steel and Jensen. We will use linear iterations to solve the weak covering
problem for K below 0z, which is not as complicated as iteration trees, but still
captures the same structure of proof which we are interested in. One more thing to
be mentioned is that one strong cardinal is not the limit of linear iterations. Steel
33
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later showed in fact we can reach core models containing many strong cardinals by
linear iteration up to the sharp of a strong cardinal.
4.1 Kc construction
Our rst step is to construct a so-called "back ground certied core model" { Kc.
Kc is a universal extender model, of which the construction is necessary to the ex-
istence of the true core model K. Under the presence of a measurable cardinal, we
cannot even ensure the existence of K without proving the weak covering property
of Kc (under certain anti-large cardinal hypothesis, of course).
The following Kc-construction is just an easier version of Steel's Kc-construction
mostly adapted from [9]. we would guarantee both the iterability of each stage and
the universality of Kc in our inductive construction.
In our construction, !-completeness is used for choice of next measure in favor
of guaranteeing the iterability of each level, and this is sucient for us at this
moment. When the construction goes up to still larger models, e.g. core mod-
el up to 1 Woodin cardinal, this Kc-construction still works though we will have
to in addition require the extender to be "fully backgrounded" and to have the
so called "background certicates", as well as !-completeness. The requirements
about these strong partial extenders in V can be found in Steel's chapter on Hand
Book of Set Theory[6] or the original paper [20].
Denition 4.1.1 (TheKc-construction). We inductively dene a pair of sequences
of mice as follows:
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N0 = < J0;  >; M0 = core(N0)















; F > if E
!
=  and F is the unique !-complete
measure such that < J
E





;  > otherwise
:
M+1 = core(N+1)
At limit stages, let  denote 
!
Nxi
(which also equals !Mxi ), let  be such that  
  1, set
 = minf : xi   < g
 = (!)
+N
 = supf :  < g
Now if  is a limit, we set
N = < J
E






This construction does not break down, stops at 1, and we obtain a hierarchy of
desired premice. Finally, we dene







The particular diculty here is that we are coring down each hierarchy to guaran-
tee sucient soundness condition, however this brings us to a consistency problem
when reaching limit stages. The following two lemmas solve this doubt and provide
us sucient knowledge about Kc for later use.
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Lemma 4.1.2. Taking the notations of the previous construction, the structure
N is dened for every  <1 and:
1. N is a premouse and each proper initial segment of N is a mouse;
2. every total measure in N is !-complete;
3. the extender sequence is consistent, i.e. E   = E   and  
(!)
+N whenever     
Particularly clause 3) holds for  = 1, which means, Kc is well dened and the
hierarchy N goes to 1.
Lemma 4.1.3. Kc is a weasel, i.e. ht(Kc) =1. Let E = EKc
1. If E is a total measure in K
c then E is !-complete.
2. If F is an !-complete total measure on Kc and < JE ; F > is a premouse,
then F = E .
By the construction above, we have successfully constructed Kc, which is in fact
a universal weasel. The proof of the universality of Kc can be found in Jensen's
paper([13]), using an additional assumption that On is inaccessible. A ZFC version
of the proof is due to Zeman and Schindler ([12]).
Now before we proceed to the proofs of the weak covering lemmas, we will have a
quick glance at 0z, which can be considered as the rst mouse with a measure of
order 1, and is necessary to be ruled out with the anti-large cardinal hypothesis
":0z" when proving the weak covering lemmas .
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Recall that 0] is the rst mouse with respect to L. 0z can be understood as the
rst mouse containing a measure of order 1. Its relationship to weasels is just
similar to that of 0] to the constructible universe. It can be proven that 0z exists
and is unique i there is a mouse containing a measure of order 1. Moreover, 0z is
1-denable over H!1 .
Here we sketch a lemma stating that 0z cannot be added by generic set-size forcing,
for later usage in proving the weak covering lemma for Steel's core model K.
Lemma 4.1.4. Assume 0z does not exist, P 2 V is a forcing notion and G a
P-generic lter over V , then 0z 62 V [G] either.
Proof of Lemma:
Suppose otherwise, 0z 2 V [G], then there is a forcing notion p 2 P such that
p `P 9x'(x), where ' is the dening formula for 0z. Let H be Col(!; P (P))-
generic over V . Then in V [H] we only have countably many subsets of P. Let G
be P-generic over V [H] such that p 2 G. Then V [ G] j= 9x'(x). Let y 2 V [ G] be
the unique y such that V [ G] j= '(y). y is the unique real such that V [H] j= '(y)
by the genuineness of 0z(Since iterability can be realized below H!1 , 0
z in any ZF 
modelM  V containing !1 is the true 0z in any larger ZF  modelsM M 0  V ).
For every n 2 !
n 2 y $ V [H] j= 9x'(x) &n 2 x)$`Col(!;P (P)) 9x'(x)& n 2 x;
It follows that y 2 V . The above argument runs independently of the choice of H.
We then have HV!1 j= '(y) and therefore V j= '(y).
(Lemma 4.1.4)
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4.2 Countably Closed Weak Covering Theorem
for Kc
The rst diculty to prove weak covering in a core model in the presence of large
cardinals is to isolate a nice denable inner model, rich enough, and canonical.
In Steel's construction, the weak covering property of Kc is necessary for the ex-
istence of the true core model K. In this section, we adapt a slightly weaker
version(countably complete case) of the weak covering, whose proof is technical-
ly easier and still suces to guarantee the existence of K. And furthermore, this
Countable Complete Weak Covering property is essentially important to the proofs
of the next chapter, where we use it to prove for the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lemma.
Theorem 4.2.1 (Countably Closed Weak Covering Theorem for Kc). Assume 0z








Proof: Assume otherwise toward a contradiction, there is a !-closed singular
cardinal . Throughout this proof, let E denote EK
c
for convenience.
Let  = +K
c
Suppose that  = cf() < . We aim to show that  is collapsed
inside Kc. Let b be a sequence of ordinals of order type  which is conal in  , and
 be regular above +. By taking !-closed hulls of b [ fJE g in H, we can easily
obtain a structure X in !1 steps satisfying:
1. b  X & JE 2 X;
2. X is !-closed;
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3. card(X) < ;
Now we x a few notations. Let H be the transitive collapse of X, and  be the
uncollapsing map, X = H  H.  is a nontrivial elementary embedding from
H to H. Let  = cr(),  ; ; E be such that
( ; ; J
E
 ) = ; ; J
E

Notice that H is closed under !-sequences by construction, and further  J E is
0-elementary and conal. We denote J
E
 by K.
Notice that we are collapsing  which is greater than  to  less than , so the
critical point  is obviously not larger than  and therefore less than  . Consid-
er # = +
K , and # = +K
c
. Now we have K carrying information of Kc from
our counter assumption, and the coiteration with Kc will carry on these until the
stage that both branches reach a common end, and comparison yields disagreement
which leads to a contradiction.
The rst important fact is that we will show # 6= #. This will lead to the fact that
the power set of  in K and Kc are not equal, because if the two power sets are
same, then the cardinal successors are also same by encoding each ordinal below
the cardinal successor of one structure into a subset and then mapping to the other
structure and decoding. This ensures us non-triviality of comparison between K
and Kc. And actually this is the only place we use the assumption that 0z does
not exist.
Lemma 4.2.2. # < #
Proof of Lemma: Assume otherwise, i.e. # = #, then we denote it as #. The
following ne structural argument shows that E  # = E  #:
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Let  < # be such that  is the largest cardinal in Kk, let  < # be such that
 is a cardinal in Kk but not in Kk( + 1).  is a cardinal successor of  in
N = Kk and is collapsed in Kk( + 1). Let a0 be a subset of  coding the
ordinal  inside Kk( + 1)(Solidity). a0 62 N , since otherwise we will be able to
reconstruct  inside Nk, which is impossible. Hence a0 2 Kk( + 1)   Kk
is denable, and -denable over Kk = N(by soundness of Kk). It follows
that !!N  .
Consider the mouse N = ( N)(note N is fully iterable) and  =   N : N ! N ,
apply the Condensation Lemma(note that  is fully elementary and captures all
the requisite properties), clause a) and c) of the Condensation Lemma are easily
excluded. c) is immediately excluded since  is not a N -successor. For a), Since
N is sound, we can use a subset b   which is in K to encode N . Preservation
properties of  and acceptability of Kc enable us to reconstruct N inside Kck#,
which is an initial segment of N . Therefore N 2 N , N cannot be the core of N
and clause c) fails.
Now we have proved Kk is an initial segment of Kc. Ordinals of the form  are
conal in #, therefore E
K  # = E  #.




 agree up to #.
let U = fx 2 JE# ;  2 (x)g be a measure on JE# derived from . U is easily seen
to be an -complete ultralter over JE ; we want to show U is normal.
Pick a regressive function f : a !  from JE# , where a 2 U . Then  2 (a); set
 = (f)(). a = f 2 a; f() = g, we have  2 (a). We show that the
measure U is weakly amenable with respect to JE# .
Pick g :  ! P () from JE# . We show that c = f < ; g() 2 Ug is an element
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of JE# . But for  <  we have
g() 2 U $  2 (f()) = (f)();
so c 2 JE and hence c 2 JE# by acceptability.
In order to apply this measure U to our iteration, we have to check that it is
!-complete. Pick a countable sequence < xi; i 2 ! > of sets from U , then
< (xi); i 2 ! > is in X. Therefore (< xi; i 2 ! >) =< (xi); i 2 ! >.
The existence of  shows that the intersection of all (xi) must be nonempty, and
thus the intersection of all xi(by elementarity of ).
Next we apply this measure U to form an ultrapower Ult(JE# ; U), and want to
show that Ult(JE# ; U)k# = < JE# ; E# >. This is by a standard solidity argument
used in the proof of Solidity Theorem. This tedious ne structural argument takes
up pages and is better not embedded in our proof here. Readers can assume this
as preliminary knowledge, and refer to chapter 5 of [9] for details.
Once we obtain this, we can nally reach our desired contradiction. If E# = , then
< JE# ; U > is a premouse(all clauses of the denition can be either checked trivially
or guaranteed by the previous paragraphs). Since U is !-complete, by lemma 4.1.3,
we know that U = E#, so E# cannot indeed be empty. Then M =< J
E
# ; E#; U >
is an s-premouse in which all total measures are !-complete, this gives us the ex-
istence of 0z. Contradiction.
(Lemma 4.2.2)
Now we coiterate K with Kc, and conclude that the coiteration between K and
Kc is identity on the K side.
Lemma 4.2.3. In the coiteration between K and Kc, no measure(extender) is
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applied on the K side.
Proof of Lemma: Assume otherwise, let l 2 Ord be the rst stage that K is moved.
By lemma 4.2.2, # < #. Hence there is a  < # such that # is a cardinal in Kck
but not in Kck( + 1). Let M0 denote Kck.
Then # = +M0 and E  # = EM0  #; M0 is sound and projects to . It follows
that the coiteration of K with Kc is above , and universality of Kc ensures that
the K side of coiteration is simple, Therefore on the K side, all structures have the
same subsets of  as K. On the Kc side, the rst iteration index used must be at
most  since !!M0  . It follows that this coiteration can be identied with the
coiteration of K with M0.
Let Mi; Ki be the corresponding structures in the coiteration, i be the iter-
ation indices, i be the associated critical points. Let l be the maximal such
that i is the cardinal successor of i in Mlkl, i.e. El is a total measure over
Mlkl(note that Ell = El , where E, corresponds to ). If l < ht(Ml), then
Mlkl projects to l and is sound above l. Otherwise, we show that
Ml projects to l and is sound above l.
This follows from the following claim:
Each mouseMi projects to i and is sound above i (4.1)
Take an induction on the length of the iteration.
The i = 0 case is trivial.





where Mi = Miki. It follows that Mi projects to i and is sound above i.
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Let x 2 Mi+1, then x = Mi;i+1(f)(i) where Mi;i+1 is the ultrapower map. Let




i ) function and p 2 Mi such that f() ' g(; p). S-
ince Mi is sound above i, p = ~h
n+1
Mi
(0; pMi ) for some 0 < i. Then there is a
good 
(n 1)
1 (Mi+1) function g
0 with the same functionally absolute denition as g
such that x = g0(i; Mi;i+1(p)) = g
0(i; ~hn+1Mi+1(0; 
M
i;i+1(pMi ))). It follows that x is

(n)
1 (Mi+1)-denable from pMi+1 = 
M
i;i+1(pMi ) and parameters below i+1, There-
fore Mi+1 = ~h
n+1
Mi+1
((i+1) [ fpMi+1g). The successor case holds.
For limit stage M, take an i large enough such that there are no truncation-
s between i and . Apply similar computation as above, we obtain that M =
~hn+1M (() [ fpMg). Thus the limit case also holds.
Now we look at the coiteration, clearly K side is simple and therefore El is a total
measure in K. It follows that ( El) = E(l) is a total measure in K
c. Apply
lemma 4.1.2, we have that ( El) is !-complete. By elementarity of ,
El is !-
complete in the sense of H, and therefore !-complete in the sense of V provided
that H is closed under !-sequences. Now we apply El on M

l ,  : M

l !El ~M .
Then the premouse ~M is normally iterable above l. Now we coiterate M

l with
~M . Again by the standard solidity argument we mentioned earlier in the proof
of Lemma 4.2.2, we infer that E
Ml
l = El . However, this leads to a contradiction
since coiteration of Ml with K at stage l also uses these two measures and they
must disagree with each other.
(Lemma 4.2.3)
Finally, we are ready to nish proof of Theorem 4.3.1:
Consider the coiteration between M0 and K. The last one on the M0 side is a
lengthening of K = J
E
 . Either all i's and i's are below , or there is a last
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Denote M as either the last mouse for the former case, or the mouse of last
ultrapower for the second case (on the M0 side). Recall that
  J E : J
E
 ! JE is 0 and conal
We want to canonically extend this to ~ :M ! N where we dene M to be Mk
where  is the maximal 0 such that  = +Mk
0
.
By denition ofM , M projects to  and is sound above  (ifM is shorter thanM





Let n 2 ! be such that !n+1M   < !nM .
Since  is !-complete, we canonically extend J
E
 ! JE to ~ : M ! N . And such
canonical extension satises that:
1. !n+1N   < !nN ;
2. N is sound above 
3. ~(; ) = ; 
4.  = +N
Also, the !-completeness of  guarantees that the canonical extension N is nor-
mally iterable above . N is coiterable with Kc above  since N agrees with Kc
above  and in both models  is a cardinal. Coiterate N with Kc, since Kc is
universal, then the coiteration terminates say after  many steps, and the N side
of coiteration is simple. Denoting the last model on the corresponding side to be
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N and W and the former is therefore an initial segment of the latter.
Now look at the above ne structure properties 1,2 about N . This implies that N
is in fact the 
(n)
1 (N)-hull of [fpN   (+1)g, i.e. N = ~hn+1N ([fpN   (+1)g),
therefore N can be encoded into a 
(n)
1 (N) subset b  . Since the coiteration is
simple on the N side, b 2 (n)1 (N). If W 6= N , then b 2 W , and b 2 Kc since
the iteration is above . If W = N , then we take the last truncation point Wk
on the Kc side, and consider the mouse after truncation W k , the iteration from




k ), and therefore in Wk
and therefore b 2 Kc.
Then we can decode or reconstruct N from b inside Kc. Since N = ~hn+1N ( [
fpN   ( + 1)g) and ~hn+1N is denable over N , ~hn+1N is a partial function in Kc :




4.3 Weak Covering Theorem for K
In analogy with Jensen's Covering Lemma for L, the core model was built up to
be "canonical" and yet has the similar "close to V" property, which is the covering
property. Jensen rst showed that if 0] does not exist, then L = K is the canonical
model, and has the covering property. Jensen also showed that if 0] exists but 0]]
does not, then K = L[0]] is the canonical core model.
The rst order and second order denitions of K are well presented in [5][6][9], we
assume the existence and denitions of K in this article, as otherwise it can take
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up a whole series of chapters to talk about the core models. K can be similar-
ly observed as Kc as it is also a universal weasel, but more than that K is in a
sense "maximal" (containing all measures that belong to some universal weasel).
Also, K has the rigidity property asserting that there is no nontrivial elementary
embedding from K to K, and the generic forcing absoluteness asserting that K is
invariant under generic set-size forcing.
It is important to know that certain anti-large cardinal hypothesis is necessary
since without this we cannot even ensure that K exists. For the remainder of this
chapter, we assume :0z if without specic explanation.
The next theorem states the weak covering property of K:
Theorem 4.3.1 (Weak Covering Theorem for K). Assume   !2 and  is a
cardinal in K, then
cf(+K)  jj
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1: The proof closely follows the proof of theorem 4.2.1.
Novelties arise as we have to use maximality of EK to absorb measures rather than
!-completeness, and we need a better upward extension technique which will make
the earlier proof applicable for all 's, which is the following Frequent Extensions
of Embeddings Lemma:
Lemma 4.3.2 (Frequent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma). Consider a (linear)
system of structures and maps with the following properties:
1. <  :    > is a normal sequence of ordinals such that  =  where
  !2 is a regular cardinal;
2. < Q = J
E
 :    > is a system of premice such that Q = Q = JE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is a mouse with the largest cardinal    and card(Q) <  for  < ;
moreover,  is the largest cardinal in Q;
3. 0 : Q ! Q0 is a commutative system of 0-preserving maps such that
0() = 0, and for limit ordinal   ; < Q;  > is the direct limit
of the diagram < Q; 0 >0<, i.e. Q =
Sfrange() :  < g.




 : Q  !
0
~Q conally.
Let S be a set of indices suck that S   is a set of ordinals of uncountable
conality, and for each M that  2 S:
(a). M is a lengthening of Q
(b).  is the cardinal successor of  in M;
(c). Either !!M > , or !
!
M
  and M is sound above .
Then, under all the above assumptions, for all but non-stationarily many , we
have
1. The canonical extension ~ : M ! ~M exists;
2. ~M is iterable if !
!
M
> , and otherwise normally iterable above .
For the !-complete case, chapter 3 of [2] has a very detailed analysis of extendabil-
ity of ne ultrapowers and the canonical extension immediately follows from the
!-completeness. Theorem 4.3.2 is a somehow ner technique, asserting that, for a
certain kind of systems, even if there is no way to ensure canonical extensions for
all structures, however we could ensure a stationarily many.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3.2:
Fine ultrapowers and extendability are key to the proof of Lemma 4.3.2, and are
well presented in chapter 3 of Zeman's book([9]). We will not bother to develop and
present these theories and arguments in this paper. We only state the Interpolation
Lemma as follows:
Denition 4.3.3. Let Q; Q0; M be acceptable and




2.  : Q  !
0
Q0 conally;
3. M = hJA ; Bi and  is a regular cardinal in M .
k(M) is dened to be the least number k < ! such that there is a good 
(k)
1 (M)
function singularizing  . In such case we have that if Q has a largest cardinal then
!k+1M <   !kM .
The canonical extension ~ of  to M is dened to be the canonical k-extension
~ : M ! N where N is the k-pseudo ultrapower of M by , and ~ is the associated
pseudo ultrapower map.
Lemma 4.3.4 (Interpolation Lemma). Let all the notations be consistent with
above. Let !nM   and either n = k or else n  k and !n+1M <  . Suppose





where M = hJA ; Bi. Let   = ();  0 = sup(") and A0 = A \ JA 0 .
Let Q = JA ; Q
0 = JA
0
 0 . Then
1. The canonical extension ~ : M ! N of   Q : Q! Q0 exists.
2. There is a unique 
(n 1)
0 -preserving map 
0 : N !M such that  = 0  ~
and 0   0 = id.
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3. If ~ is conal, then 0 is (n)0 -preserving.
The following commutative diagram illustrates the Interpolation Lemma:
Now we sketch a proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Note that clause (c) of the lemma, which
is phrased by cases, will result in argument by cases for the proof. However, the
former and latter cases are not much dierent in complexity and ne structure
arguments. We take the latter case i.e. the case that !!M   and M is sound
above  to prove, and leave the former case where !
!
M
>  for the reader to
complete.
The following diagram helps to understand the structure of embeddings of the
proof:
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We rst prove clause 1 of Lemma 4.3.2. Assume toward a contradiction that the
canonical extensions do not exist for stationarily many  2 S, then without loss of
generality we can assume that the canonical extensions do not exist for all  2 S.
Given  2 S we can further assume that  is the minimal in the sense that canon-
ical extensions exist for corresponding structures below , again by stationarity.
Remembering that we are arguing for the latter case of clause (c), !!M   and
M is sound above , the stationarity allows us to further restrict S so that there
is a xed number n 2 !, such that !n+1M   < !nM for all  2 S.
To each  2 S, x an !-sequence f i 2  () =  (; M), and i <  to
witness the ill-foundedness of the canonical extension,that is
hi+1; i i 2 (ui+1;i);
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Where ui+1;i = fh1; 0i; f i+1(1) infi (0)g. Fix parameters qi 2 M such that f i
is a good 
(n 1)
1 (M)-function in q

i .
Given  2 S, let X be the smallest elementary substructure of M containing all
qi 's, then X is countable.
LetM be the transitive collapse ofMjX and  :M !M be the corresponding
inverse collapsing map. Then  is elementary, pM 2 X, M is a premouse and




 () and we have that
!n+1M
  < !nM
and M is sound above 







i ), and f

i corresponds to the same













+M conally into ; (4.2)
thus showing  is !-conal.




 )) < , then we apply the Interpolation Lemma and infer
the existence of the canonical extension ~ :M

 ! ~M as indicated in the picture
(4.3.2), where Q = J
E





that the diagram commutes.
It follows that, 
0




 ) =  if ~

 2 ~M . We aim to show that
~M is a counter example to the minimality of . Fine ultrapower arguments infer
that !n+1~M
  < !n~M ,





Apply the Condensation Lemma and we have iterability of ~M guaranteed by the
preservation properties of 
0
 .




i ), then 
0
 (
~f i ) = f





represents a descending sequence w.r.t. the membership relation in D( ~M ; )
by preservation properties of 
0
 . And therefore we have showed (4.2).
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Note X is countable and cf() > !, there is a g() <  such that X \ Q 
ran(g();). Then by stationarity we can assume without loss of generality that
g() =  is a constant in S and  < minfSg.
Given  2 S, we dene a 0-preserving map  : Q ! Q by  =  1   as
illustrated in picture 4.3.2.
By (4.2) we have that both  and  are conal. Similar to the Interpolation,
ne ultrapower arguments yield that:
- The canonical extension  : M











for f 2  ( ; M ) and  < . Moreover,  is (k)1 -preserving if !k+1M > 

 .




Standard ne ultrapower computation yields the preservation properties of 
0
, and
it immediately follows that M is normally iterable above .
Now we are ready to derive a contradiction. For any ; 1 2 S, coiterability of M
and M1 above  are ensured as above. And the coiteration computes that in fact
M and M1 are always equal.
We choose ; 1 such that 

i 2 ran(1) for all i < !. Set f i = (f i ). This
denition makes sense since  is suciently preserving, and each f

i is an element
of  (; M).
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Preservation properties of 
0











( f 1 )(
 1
1
(1)) 3 ::: 3 
0
1
( f i )(
 1
1
(i )) 3 :::





(Remark: The advantageous property that M = M1 we veried in the above
proof only holds as we assumed the latter case of clause (c) in the statement of
Lemma 4.3.2, however the former case of (c) implies full iterability and coiteration
between M and M1 will still do the work. The argument for the former case of
(c) is basically repetitive work of the above proof for the latter case.)
To prove for clause 2 of Lemma 4.3.2, we follow an analogous argument to the
above one for clause 1. Again we take the latter case of (c), and we assume toward
a contradiction that the conclusion fails on a stationary set S. By stationarity
we can assume w.o.l.g. it holds for all  2 S, and  is in the sense minimal as
previously, and similar for the constant number n < ! as before.
Now we have the canonical extension ~ exists since we proved clause 1. For
each  2 S, x a countable premouse M together with a -preserving map
 : M

 ! ~M to witness the failure of iterability of ~M such that






Let hxi ; i 2 !i be an enumeration of M , and f i 2  (; M) and i <  such
that  (x













 be as before, then there is no






+M conally into : (4.3)
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With (4.3) we can again nd a constant  < minfSg with the premice M con-
structed in the same way extendingQ and embeddings  : M

 ! M; 0 : M !
M as before. Again M = M1 for all ; 1 2 S. We are then ready to derive a con-
tradiction by embeddingM into someM1 with suciently preserving properties.
We x ; 1 2 S such that  < 1 and i 2 ran(1) for all i < !. Set
f i = (f

i ). This denition makes sense since  is suciently preserving,
and each f i is an element of  (;
M). Then the assignment
xi 7! 01( f i )( 11(i ));
which is a 
(n)
0 -preserving embedding of M

 into M1 mapping 

 to 1 will do
the work: M is not normally iterable above 

 , however M1 is fully iterable,
contradiction.
( Lemma 4.3.2)
Now we have the Frequent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma, and we continue
with the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. The proof exactly follows the same structure as
that of Theorem 4.2.1, though there are a few novelties.
Again we assume otherwise, there is a counter-example .   !1 is a cardinal in
K,  = +K ,  = cf(), and  < .
The aim is to collapse  inside K. Notice that this time  need not be a real car-
dinal, instead of directly constructing an !-closed structure to contain all the bad
information given by the counter assumption, we apply the Frequent Extensions
of Embeddings Lemma to get a stationarily many structures to secure a desired
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contradiction.
Let  be a regular cardinal such that max(; !1) <   . We collapse  to 
by working in V [G] where G us Col(; )-generic over V . V [G] does not add any
partial functions of size less than . And by Lemma 4.1.4, 0z also does not exist
in V [G], and K is the core model in the sense of V [G] since K is generic forcing
invariant.
In V [G], x a surjective mapping f : 
onto  ! JEK . Since cf() <  and  remains
regular in V [G], let  <  be such that f" is conal in  . Consider the following
closed and unbounded set C  :




1. <  :  <  > be a normal enumeration of C;
2. Q = J
E

be the transitive collapse of JE
K
 j(f") and let  be the inverse
collapsing map. Let 0 = 
 1
0   for 0 > ;
3.  be the largest cardinal in Q,  = crit() = crit(0) and # = 
+Q
 .
We thus obtain a commutative diagram of structures satisfying the requirements
1-3 of Frequent Extensions of Embedding Lemma. Let S be the set of all ordinals
less than  with uncountable conality.
Lemma 4.3.5. For all but non-stationarily many  2 S,
P () \Q ( P () \K (4.4)
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This lemma is an analogue to Lemma 4.2.2. Recall in Lemma 4.2.2, we obtained
the non-triviality of the power sets of  in Q and K by showing that the successor
cardinal # in respective models are not same. Now, we assume otherwise of lemma
4.3.5, then  is an inaccessible cardinal both in Q and K, and # = 
+K
 for a
stationarily many 's in some S 0  S. Also () = , and K agrees with Q
below # by the Condensation Lemma.
Consider the following system:
< Q; 0  Q :  < 0   >; where Q = JE#
This system of structures satises requirements 1-3 of Frequent Extensions of Em-
beddings Lemma. Then we let M = K be the proper lengthening of Q for  2 S 0
then we can obtain from a simpler variant of the Frequent Extensions of Embed-
dings Lemma that for all but non-stationarily  2 S 0, the canonical 0-extension
~ : K ! ~K
of   Q exists. And ~K is an weasel, therefore a simple iterate of K, and ~ is
the associated iteration map with critical point . Then the rst iteration index
used must be #. It follows that E
K
#
6=  and E ~K# = . But # = +K  , ~K is
a lengthening of JE
K
sup("#)
, and EK# = E
~K
#
, contradiction.( Lemma 4.3.5)
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that Lemma 4.3.5 holds for
all  2 S. Similar to Lemma 4.2.3, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3.6. For all but non-stationarily many  2 S, Q is not moved in the
coiteration of Q with K
Proof of Lemma 4.3.6:
Suppose otherwise, the coiteration of Q with K is nontrivial on the Q side for
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stationarily many 's. Following exactly the same argument as the proof of Kc,
in the coiteration of Q with K, we truncate on the K-side from the rst step,
where the coiteration is realized by coiteration of Q with M;0. We denote the
corresponding notations to the coiteration by ;i, ;i andM;i where i is the index
of the stage. Then # is still the successor cardinal of  in M;0, and E
 agrees
with EM;0 on #, and M;0 is sound and projects to ;0.
In order to carry out the argument in Lemma 4.2.3, the only novelty is that we




()) exists and is normally
iterable above () for stationarily many 's.
As Q has no top measure, we have () 2 , and an easy pressing down argument
gives us a  <  and a stationary S 0  S such that () 2 range(). And since
the size of Q is strictly less than , there is a  2 Q such that  =  1 (())
for stationarily many 's in S 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume this
holds for all 's. Now  is the cardinal successor of some  in Q by the pull back.
So () = (). Let 
0 = () and  0 = (). Now we have the following
system:
< Q ; 

0 ;  < 
0   >




 =   Q , satisfying the requirements 1-3 of Fre-
quent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma, and M is a lengthening of Q

 for each
 2 S 0 satisfying requirements a-c of Frequent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma.
Moreover, we can choose a stationary subset such that all n's have the same value,
therefore without loss of generality, we assume all n = n for some natural number
n.
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Apply the Frequent Extensions of Embeddings Lemma, we have for all but non-
stationarily many  2 S 0:
- The canonical extension ~ : M

















 is normally iterable above 
0
0 is a cardinal in K, so M
0
 are K are coiterable above 
0. Next we show that M
0

is an initial segment of K.
Suppose not, then one of the structures is moved in the coiteration.
If M
0
 is not moved , then let K
0 be the last model on the K side, M
0
 would be
a proper initial segment of K 0. If there is no truncation then this case is trivial.
Otherwise, we let 
0





 agrees with K below ~() and therefore 
0
0  ~(). Since  00 is a cardinal
in K 0 andM
0





 is a proper initial segment of K
0k 00, therefore
a proper initial segment of K.
If M
0
 is moved in the coiteration. As the last model on the M
0
 side is not sound
but an initial segment of K 0, there must be a truncation on the K side and there-
fore nontrivial. Let K" be the result of the last truncation on the K side, then
M
0
 agrees with K" and therefore apply the same argument as the above case, we
know that M
0
 must be an initial segment of K.
Consider the following ultrapower map:
0 : K    !
E0
~K
E0 is a total measure in K with critical point 
0 because E() is a total measure
on Q and the coiteration between Q and K is simple on the Q side.






) is an initial segment of
~K and therefore a mouse. ~ is
extension of . We have
8x  () (x 2 E()  ! ~(x) 2 E0):
Through direct computation we know that [f ] 7! 0  ~(f)(0) gives us the *-
ultrapower ~M
0
 through collapsing of D(M ; E

()). Therefore
~M exists. And we
obtain the following diagram:
Now we have showed that ~M exists and is normally iterable above (), repeat
the argument of the proof of Theorem 4.2.3 and we obtain the desired claim.
( Lemma 4.3.6)
Now we can nish the proof of the Weak Covering Lemma for K following a similar
argument to that of Theorem 4.2.1. From the above lemma, we assume without
loss of generality that Q is not moved in the coiteration with K for all  2 S.
Then following exactly the same argument as Theorem 4.2.1, we nd an iterate
M; () ofM;0 which lengthens Q, and an initial segmentM ofM; () such that
M projects to  and  is the successor cardinal of  in M. Apply Frequent
Extensions of Embeddings Lemma, we have that for all but non-stationarily many
 2 S:
- The canonical extension ~ : M ! N of  : Q ! JEK exists and is (n)0
and conal;




  < !(n)N , and N is sound above and normally iterable above .
Then we observe that N is coiterable with K as the coiteration is above . Coit-
erate N with K, then the coiteration terminates say after 

 many steps, and the
N side of coiteration is simple. Denoting the last model on the corresponding side
to be N and W and the former is therefore an initial segment of the latter.
Now the ne structural properties of N we obtained above implies that N is in
fact the 
(n)
1 (N)-hull of  [ fpN   (+ 1)g, i.e. N = ~hn+1N ( [ fpN   (+ 1)g),
therefore N can be encoded into a 
(n)
1 (N) subset b  . Since the coiteration is
simple on the N side, b 2 (n)1 (N ). If W 6= N , then b 2 W , and b 2 K since
the iteration is above . If W = N , then we take the last truncation point Wk
on the K side, and consider the mouse after truncation W k , the iteration from W

k




k ), and therefore in Wk and
therefore b 2 K.
Then we can decode or reconstruct N from b inside K
c. In fact N 2 K. Then
since N projects to  and lengthens J
EK
 , K must contain a subset of  which lies
outside JE
K




Lemma for KDJ and L[U ]
Finally we have had enough preparation for the desired proof of the Dodd-Jensen
Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ].
The statement of the theorems are as follows:
Theorem 5.0.1. If there is no inner model with a measurable cardinal, then for
any set x of ordinals there is a y 2 KDJ such that y  x and jyj = jxj + !1, i.e.
KDJ has the covering property.
Theorem 5.0.2. If there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal, but no 0y,
and the model L[U ] are chosen such that  = crit(U) is the least, then one of the
following holds:
1. L[U ] satises the covering property
2. L[U ] does not satisfy the covering property, but there is a Prikry generic
sequence C   over L[U ], and L[U;C] has the covering property.
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5.1 The Proof
The original idea of KDJ was to nd some model between L and L[U ], which is
as large as possible, and yet still satises the Covering Lemma. In the absence
of L[U ], KDJ was dened by L[M] where M is the class of mice, which are ap-
proximations to the measure U . Though the Covering Lemma for KDJ only holds
below one measurable cardinal, the denition of KDJ could be as simple as just
iterating the measure U out of the universe when L[U ] does exist.
The denitions of mice are all consistent, however, when we talk about the Dodd-
Jensen core model below 0y, since there are no full measures, the denitions of
mice and other ne structural concepts are somehow simpler than that we used
to talk about sequence of measures with extenders, for example when there is no
inner model with a measurable cardinal, all mice are comparable.
Denition 5.1.1 (Dodd-Jensen Core Model). We dene the Dodd-Jensen core
model KDJ = J1[E] by recursion:
Suppose KDJ = J[E  ] is dened, let M be the set of mice M = JM [EM ] such
that M has no full measures, M projects to  and EM agrees with E below , then
KDJ~ =
SM where ~ = supfM : M 2Mg.
As we mentioned earlier at the end of Chapter 3, plausible consistency appears
between denitions of the core models. If there is no 0], then K = L; if there is
0] but no L[U ](inner model with a measurable cardinal), then K = KDJ ; if there
is an L[U ] but no 0y, then K = L[U ] for some L[U ] where the measure U has the
least critical point crit(U) [17].
With the already developed theory of K, especially the Countable Complete Weak
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Covering property, we are now able to prove Theorem 5.0.1 and 5.0.2 by the fol-
lowing Lemma in a very close analogy to that proof of Theorem 3.1.1 presented in
Chapter 3:
Lemma 5.1.2. If 0y does not exist, then The core model K satises the Dodd-
Jensen Covering Lemma, Theorem 5.0.1 and 5.0.2.
Under the strong anti-large cardinal hypothesis that 0y does not exist, we make
free use of countably complete weak covering property of K. We are using K to
prove the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lemma for KDJ and L[U ] at one time, however,
to claim the relationship between K, KDJ and L[U ] requires the countable com-
plete weak covering property of K. In fact, we use a result about the relationship
between existence of 0y and nontrivial elementary embedding of KDJ , which is
analogous to Kunen's result about 0] and elementary embedding of L, but the
proof of the result itself, involves partial use of countable complete weak covering
property of K. Therefore, although we are using such results without proofs in
this article, for the integrity of entire knowledge, we must avoid circular proof and
put the weak covering theorems in the previous chapter before we can use it to
prove for the Covering Lemmas for KDJ and L[U ].
Although many parts of the proof are reusing the previous techniques, the assump-
tion that 0y does not exist, which is equivalent to assuming that every premouse
could only have at most one full ultralter, simplies the proof substantially.
Since for this theorem we only need to involve sequence of measures without ex-
tenders, the theory in Chapter 4 still applies but somehow becomes simpler. For
convenience of reading, from here on the notation E represents a sequence of mea-
sures only.
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Before we start proving for Lemma 5.1.2, we list a few technical Lemmas that we
use as preliminary knowledge in our proof as follows:
Lemma 5.1.3. Assume that :0y and K satises the Countably Complete Weak
Covering property. If there is a nontrivial elementary embedding i : K !M , then
K = L[U ] where U is a measure in L[U ] with crit(U) = crit(i).
The following proof was originally presented by William J. Mitchell in [17].
Proof of Lemma 5.1.2:
Recall that in order to prove the Covering Lemma for L, we used a basic construc-
tion for suitable sets X  J and showed that suitable sets are contained in L and
the class of suitable sets is unbounded. The proof we are going to present here is
quite similar, we have a slightly more complicated basic construction for suitable
sets X  K, and show that the class of suitable sets is unbounded. There also
involves an new argument to prove for Covering Lemma for K = L[U ], in which
we analyze the indiscernibles generated during the basic construction, and yield
the Prikry generic sequence C over K = L[U ].
First, we rene the denition of "suitable sets":
Denition 5.1.4. Assume X 1 K, and the transitive collapse of X is K =
J[ E]. Denote the inverse collapse map as  : K ! X.
Then we say X is suitable i Ultn(M;; ) is always dened whenever n 2 !;  
 and M = J[E
0] is an iterable premouse ( could be Ord) such that Ultn(M;; )
is dened and E 0 and E agree below  where  is dened to be least ordinal such
that ( )  .
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Similar to the proof in Chapter 3, we have:
Denition 5.1.5. X 1 K is countably closed if there is a Y such that !Y 
Y; Y  H() for some  >  and X = Y \K.
Denition 5.1.6 (Unsuitability Witness). Assume X is not suitable. Then the
witness w to the unsuitability of  : X 1 K is a !-chain of 0 elementary
embeddings ik : mk ! mk+1 such that
1. ik 2 X and mk 2 X for all k < !;
2. The direct limit of the chain "(w) equals the n-code of some mouse ~M0;
3. Either ~M0 is ill-founded or else it has an ill-founded iteration;
4. The critical sequence < k : k < ! > where k is the critical point of ik is
nondecreasing;
5. For each k we have mk 2 mk+1, and exists a function fk 2 mk+1 such that
fk"(k) = ik"(mk).
The minor novelty appears in clause 2 and 3 in comparison with Denition 3.1.5.
In clause 2, we changed the requirement of dir lim( 1(w)) = Cn(J) for some 
into dir lim( 1(w)) = the n code of some mouse ~M0; in clause 3, we require this
mouse to have no well-founded iteration.
We are now ready to begin with our basic construction for suitable sets. Similar
to the proof in chapter 3, we have a suitable set X 1 K, and not transitive. Let
 : K = J[ E]! K to be the inverse collapse of X. Then  is not identity.
Recall diagram (2.1) of the basic construction in Chapter 3. We similarly compare
the models K and K, however, it is not as simple as in the constructible universe,
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and wee need the help of iterated ultrapowers. On the other hand, the same argu-
ment as Theorem 4.2.1 yields that, the coiteration between K and K is nontrivial,
and never moved on the K side. By universality of K, the coiteration ends at 
and M = J [E] such that
E = E  .
Therefore we have the following diagram:
Let M = J[E
M ] and ~M = J~[ ~E].  : K ! X is the inverse collapse map. M
is the end-structure on the K side of the coiteration.
Once the model M = J [E
M ] is constructed, we can complete the above dia-
gram: Let M = J[E
M ], where (; n) is the largest pair below (; n) such that
Ultn(J[E
M ]; ; ) is dened. Set ~M = Ultn(M;; ).
Recall the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we have the following facts:
Proposition 5.1.7. Assume :0y, and X 1 K is a suitable set which is not
transitive. Let  : K = J[ E]! K to be the inverse collapse of X. Then
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1. Let  = crit(), and # = +
K ; # = +K, then # < # therefore P ()
K (
P ()K;
2. In the coiteration of K and K, the K side is trivial.
3. Either K is an initial segment of K, or else, we take truncation on the K
side from the rst step.
4. The coiteration ends after  steps, and K is an initial segment of M which
is the last model on the K side of coiteration.
5. ~M 2 K.
Clauses 1,2,4 are directly from proof of theorem 4.2.1. For clause 3, and 5, we
make the following additional assumption:
If K = L[U ]; where U is a measure on a cardinal (5:0)
 of K; then either +K  X or else   +K :
Assuming (5.0) does not involve in any loss of generality, because for the former
case is just a relativization of the proof for L and shows that any set x0 of size at
most +K is contained in a set y in K of size +K , and the latter case shows that
x0 can be covered by a subset of y, say y
0, which satises the Covering Theorem
for L[U ].
For clause 3 of the proposition, we only care about the nontrivial case, which is K
is not an initial segment of K. Then using (5.0), we know that any full ultralter in
K with critical point less that  would also be in K, and therefore cannot be used
in the coiteration, therefore the coiteration on the K side truncate immediately.
For clause 5 of the proposition, assume otherwise, ~M 62 K. We show that ~M
has no full measure U with critical point less than . Let  = crit(U), then
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we have +K =  since otherwise +K <  and U = E
~M
 for some  < . Then
~ 1(U) = EM 1(), and 
 1() < . By the construction it follows that ~ 1(U) 2 K
which implies U 2 K, contradict with (5.0). We borrow the next lemma stating
that  cannot be a successor cardinal ofK, and the proof of it will come later. Then
we have shown that ~M has no full measure U with critical point less than . Then
the suitability of X implies ~M is iterable. And ~M is sound above  by denition.
On the other hand, the ultimate projectum  of ~M is no smaller than , because
otherwise ~M is an iterated ultrapower of some mouse M 0 sized not larger than ,
but thenM 0 2 K M which is impossible. Therefore ~M is sound, and thus in K.
The following lemma will complete the proof of the above:
Lemma 5.1.8. Keeping all the previous notations, then  is not a successor car-
dinal of K.
Proof of 5.1.8: First we assume that ~M has no full measure U with critical point
less than . The idea is to show that if  is a successor cardinal in K, then there
is an  <  that X = ~h"(X \ ), which shows that cf() < , contradiction. To
argue this, we will need to consider the indiscernibles generated by the iteration i.
If M is a proper initial segment of M, then M is a mouse. Exactly following the
construction for L in the proof of theorem 3.1.1, we know that X = ~h"(X \ ),
where ~h comes from Lemma 2.2.4(Upward Extension) and  = (Mn+1) where
Mn+1 <   Mn . And we are done.
If M = M, then we know from the previous proposition that the coiteration
truncate immediately on the K side. Let l be the last truncate on the K side,
then the iteration from Ml to M is simple. And M

l is n-sound, all the remaining
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iterated ultrapower has degree n. Let
C = fil;(l) : for all l;  such that l <  < g
Then C is a sequence of indiscernibles for M.





n-Skolem function of M as h, then M = h"( [ C) by soundness of Ml .
Now let  = sup(") and C = " C. Let ~h = ~hX be the function given by Lemma
2.2.4(Upward Extension), then we have
X = K \ ~"M = K \ ~h"( [ C)  ~h"( [ C):
 is a successor cardinal in K, therefore  is a successor cardinal in K, therefore
C cannot be unbounded in , therefore  = sup( [ C) < K satises the desired
claim. So we have nished proof for the case that ~M has no full measure U with
critical point less than .
If ~M has a full measure U with critical point less than . Then as we argued in
clause 5 of the previous proposition,  = +K where  = crit(U). In this case,
the same argument as above shows that ~M 0 = Ult(M 0; ; ) 2 K, where M 0 is the
result of carrying out one more step of the iteration i on the K side. Exactly the
same argument using M 0 and ~M 0 in place of M and ~M nishes the proof.
( Lemma 5.1.8.)
Now we have completed our basic construction for suitable sets.
Till now, our argument is almost same as the one we used to prove the Covering
Lemma for L. Next, in order to nish the proof of the Covering Lemma for KDJ
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and L[U ], we need to investigate in more details and analyze the indiscernibles se-
quence C, which is the end critical point sequence, introduced in the above Lemma
5.1.8. The use of indiscernibles from an iterated ultrapower as a Prikry sequence
is well discussed in section 2.2 of [16].
One novelty that diers from the proof for L is that we need to analyze the in-
discernibles which are generated by the iterated ultrapower that we used in the
construction. In the case when the iterated ultrapower is innite, these indis-
cernibles would yield a generic Prikry sequence C over K = L[U ].
Now, for an arbitrary suitable set X, we aim to nd an f 2 K and  <  such
that X = f"( \X) or else C is a Prikry sequence and X = f"(C [ ( \X)). (In
fact we can further show that C is unique modulo nite dierences.)
In the proof of Lemma 5.1.8, we have the ne structure property of M implies
M = h"( [ C). In fact we have
8 2 (  C)( 2 h"( [ ( C \ ))) (5.1)
Keep the notations of ; C; and ~h as in Lemma 5.1.8. Then it follows that
X = ~h"((X \ ) [ C), and if  2 X \  then  2 ~h"((X \ ) [ (C \  + 1)).
If C is nite then we can dene f(x) = ~h(x;C), so that f 2 K and the rst alter-
native of our aim holds.
If C is innite, then we analyze the indiscernibles as follows:
For convenience, we put a superscript X for each C to represent that C is built up
by the construction with respect to the arbitrary suitable set X.
Denition 5.1.9. Let C be the class of suitable sets X such that CX is either
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nite or else K = L[U ], the set CX is a Prikry sequence for U , and CX is maximal
in the sense that C   CX is nite whenever C is any other Prikry sequence for
L[U ].
We will nish proof of Lemma 5.1.2 and therefore the Dodd-Jensen Covering Lem-
ma by the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1.10. If 0y does not exist then the class C is unbounded in [K] when-
ever  is a cardinal of K and  is an uncountable regular cardinal below .
Proof of Lemma 5.1.10: This proof is in analogy with Lemma 3.1.7. Again we
work in the space Col(; K). The elements are partial functions  :  ! K
with  < . Let
S = f 2 Col(; K) : cf(dom()) > ! & range() is suitable but not a member ofCg
Then toward a contradiction, we assume that S is stationary in the space. (In the
proof we usually use superscripts to represent corresponding notations for conve-
nience, for example C actually represents Cran()).
By the variant Fodor's Lemma in the proof of Lemma 3.1.7, we have that there is
a 0 2 S and a stationary set S0  S such that 0   and C  ran(0) for all
 2 S0.
Denition 5.1.11. We say a  b i a   b is a nite set. And a = b i
a  b & b  a.
To prove Lemma 5.1.10, we rst need the following observation:
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Claim 1. If X0; X1 are two suitable sets, and X0  X1, then CX1 \X0  CX0 .
Proof of Claim 1: Use MX0 ; X0 ; KX0 to denote the mouse M , ultrapower map
 and the transitive collapse K in our basic construction for X0, and similarly
MX1 ; X1 ; KX1 for X1. Let  be any member of X0 \ (CX1   CX0). And let 0
be such that X0(0) = . Then 0 62 (X0) 1(CX0), and so 0 2 h0"0 where h0 is
the Skolem function of MX0 .
Now let  : KX0 ! KX1 be such that  = (X1) 1X0 , and ~ be the ultrapower
map such that ~ : MX0 ! M = Ult(MX0 ; ; X1).
Then 1 = (0) 2 h"1 where h is given by the Upwards Extensions of Em-
beddings Lemma. Then M is sound above X1 and agree with KX1 up to X1 .
The coiteration between M and MX1 shows that one must be an initial segment
of the other. As every bounded subset of X1 in M is a member of KX1 , so M
must be an initial segment of MX1 . Then h is denable in MX1 from parameter.
Now h is a function denable in MX1 such that  2 h" for all but boundedly
many  2 (X1) 1((CX1\X0) CX0), however, this can only hold for nitely many
 2 (X1) 1(CX1). Since we chose  2 X0\ (CX1  CX0) arbitrarily, there are only
nitely many 's, and therefore CX1 \X0  CX0 .
( Claim 1.)
Now we consider the previous 0 and S0 given by the variant Fodor's Lemma. S-
ince all  2 S0 is extends 0, by claim 1 we know that C  C0 for all  2 S0.
We assign, for each  2 S0, a unsuitability witness w() as ran() 62 C
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Claim 2. There is a function w dened on S0 such that w()  ran() for all
 2 S0, and that for any 1; 2 2 S0 with 1  2 & w(2)  ran(1), we have
C1  C2 .
Proof of Claim 2: We already know that C1  C0 and we will show that
C0  C2 . Let D = C0   C2 . If D is nite then we are done. Now assume
D is innite and we enumerate D as < dm : m < ! > in increasing order. Let dm
be the inverse of dm under the map 
1 , then dm 2 hM1"dm, where hM1 is the
Skolem function for the mouse M1 in the basic construction.
We dene the function w by a slight modication of unsuitability witness: Replace
clause 3 of the denition of Unsuitability Witness into the following clause:
There is a function h which is n over dirlim(w) such that 8d 2 D (d 2 h"d):
To verify that this denition of w satises Claim 2, we let 1  2 be member-
s of S0 and such that w(2)  range(1). We follow a similar argument like claim 1:
Consider  = (1) 1  2 : K1 ! K2 that if we denote direct limit of
(1) 1(w(2)) as m,  extends to an elementary embedding ~ : m ! m. As
C2  C1 , it follows that the measure on 1 in m agrees with that in M1 .
Therefore the two structures m and M1 agree up to 1 . By soundness one must
be an initial segment of the other. m has to be an initial segment of M1 because
otherwise there would be a bounded subset of 1 in m  K1 , which is impossible.
Hence the Skolem function of m is denable in M1 , and every suciently large
member d of (1) 1(D) is in hM
1"d.
As there are only nitely many such members d of (1) 1(D) is in hM
1"d, D\C1
has to be nite, and Claim 2 follows.
( Claim 2.)
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Now we are ready to nish the proof of Lemma 5.1.10. Apply a second time of the
variant of Fodor's Lemma, we can nd a 1 2 S0 and a stationary S1  S0 such
that 1   and w()  ran(1) for all  2 S1. By Claim 1 C  C1 and by
Claim 2 C1  C. It follows that C = C1 for all  2 S1.
As S1 is stationary, there is a  2 S1 such that ran() = Y \ K for some
Y  H(+) with C1 2 Y . Therefore C 2 Y . C is a Prikry sequence for the mea-
sure U of K = L[U ], and to witness ran() 62 C this cannot be a maximal Prikry
sequence, i.e. there is another Prikry sequence C1 such that C1   C is innite.
Then by elementarity there is such a sequence in Y , say C 0. Then C 0  ran(),
so any other member  of C 0   C is in ~hran()", and since ~hran() 2 K, we have
that C 0   C is nite as C 0 is a Prikry sequence. Contradiction.
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.10 and therefore the Dodd-Jensen Covering
Lemma 5.0.1 and 5.0.2.
5.2 Some Discussion
Basically saying, the covering lemmas assert that, under certain anti-large cardinal
hypothesis, the core model is "close" to the universe V . These lemmas, together
with the construction of the core models, become a major part of the ne structural
inner model theory.
Fine structure yields substantial advantages in the power of our arguments, in
both condensation and extendability. In the proofs of covering lemmas, we usu-
ally assume toward a contradiction, that we have a conal sequence in the least
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counter-example  = +K to witness the counter assumption. Then we take out
this sequence and collapse it in a smaller structure. Note that this small structure
now contains some "bad" information from the counter assumption.
The rest is just to compare the smaller structure with some good ones, for example
K. The coiteration always terminates until that one of the end-structure is an ini-
tial segment of the other. Soundness allows us to code the bad information of the
small structure below , and Solidity preserves the standard parameter pM and all
the ne structure notions. What's happening here is that the bad information is
coded into a small package and passed on to the end of one side of the coiteration,
then carried by the other side, and all the preservation properties guarantee us
that we could correctly decode the bad information that is passed back into the
good structure. And this will result in a contradiction as desired.
We have seen that iterability plays a key role in such theory, and in fact the de-
velopment of iterability is key to the development of constructions of larger core
models. When the construction goes far beyond a strong cardinal, where linear
iterations don't apply, iteration tree can serve instead for a core model up to 1
Woodin cardinal. The corresponding construction and proof of weak covering lem-
ma would follow almost the same structure. The advantage of using iteration tree
is that sometimes when the extender cannot immediately apply to continue the
iteration, we wait until it becomes applicable. By showing there is always a well-
founded branch, we obtain stronger iterability and the construction goes further
thereafter.
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